
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.7 Beta Release 7 - January 27th, 2010 

Status Issue # Category Comments 
Improved 3338 Market Analyzer Optimized historical data loading to prioritize requests with the longest look back period 

Improved 3381 Simulator "Enforce immediate fills" is now effective on Currencies 

Changed 3328 Instrument Manager Local rollover offsets now only are overwritten as the contract months match in their rollover date. 

Changed 3332 NinjaScript Editor Added 1 to column and line numbers of the inline syntax checking errors to sync with the line/column 

numbers provided by the actual compiler. 

Changed 3361 Hot Key Manager CTRL-Z, O, A no longer are valid hotkeys. CTRL-Z, I are hard coded to zoom in/out charts. 

Changed 3389 Data box\Market 

Analyzer 

Volume display now follows condensed formatting (e.g. 0.01M instead of 10000) 

Fixed 3283 General Introduced handling to avoid 'Collection was modified and NullReferenceException' e.g. on Restore. 

Fixed 3287 PFG adapter NT now filters unknown instrument types 

Fixed 3288 Charts Exception when removing an object drawn by indicator or strategy 

Fixed 3289 Charts Placing anchors and moving objects didn't work properly when drawn into right chart margin 

Fixed 3290 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Right click->Performance Viewer chart no longer holds any indicator from the underlying strategy 

Fixed 3292 Charts Moving draw objects with more than one anchor left from first bar wasn't working as expected 

Fixed 3293 Strategy Analyzer Save default for strategy did not save FillType, OptimizationType and OptimizationMethod 

Fixed 3294 Charts Indicator on indicator where input was not pulled from default plot0 did not work as expected. 

Fixed 3295 Charts Exception when selecting ER2 on instrument lookup. 

Fixed 3296 Charts When setting Label property of data series to empty string, it does not work. 

Fixed 3297 Market Analyzer Custom label set in grid were not maintained if the .Name property was set in Initialize() 

Fixed 3298 Charts Pressing "Set Default" on the chart shape properties dialog would close the form. 

Fixed 3299 Market Replay Timestamps of recorded L2 data could be off since as session are rolled. 

Fixed 3300 Market Analyzer Changing an instrument by editing the respective cell would throw of label row management and results in 

exceptions on saving the workspace 

Fixed 3301 Historical Data 

Manager 

Selecting "Edit logs" node and pressing "Delete" could cause an exception. 

Fixed 3302 Market Replay Rejected orders on ATM strategies could lock up NT. 

Fixed 3303 General SQL CE DB engine deployed with NT might conflict with SQL version installed already !!! exported NS 

assemblies needed to be exported again !!! 

Fixed 3304 IB adapter Bogus TWS data could corrupt NT and result e.g. in spikes on a chart. 

Fixed 3305 Google adapter Added UrlEncoding to instrument names to make sure only valid URLs would be created. 

Fixed 3306 Market Analyzer Row filter did not work as expected. 

Fixed 3307 NinjaScript DrawTextFixed method could cause an exception if strategy/indicator was not running on a chart. 

Fixed 3308 Instrument Manager Instrument manager could crash when adding a stock while being connected to a provider which does not 

support stocks 

Fixed 3309 Instrument Manager Setting contract month to 12-99 in roll over definition could cause an exception. 



Fixed 3310 Strategy Analyzer Chart could be on wrong data series if previously there was a data series optimization running 

Fixed 3311 Charts Values of bars with merge settings MergeBackAdjusted were off when bars loaded from repository. 

Fixed 3312 IB adapter Volume on realtime for non US stocks could be off. 

Fixed 3313 Charts Request for daily bars could result in too many requests to provider when requested on a day without 

session definition 

Fixed 3314 Strategy Analyzer Changing symbol in SA chart while indicator applied causes crash 

Fixed 3315 Charts Opening daily chart on day with no session definition build a daily bar with wrong timestamp. 

Fixed 3316 Chart indicators OnMarketData/OnMarketDepth /OnFundamentalData did not trigger as the chart was recovered in "hidden" 

state. 

Fixed 3317 Chart indicators Fixed several issues on Pivots/Woodies Pivots indicators  

Fixed 3318 Strategy Analyzer "Period" column had DateTime values instead of Date. 

Fixed 3319 Chart objects Changing the 'attached to' property in chart object properties dialogs didn't change the y values off the 

anchor points in the dialog. 

Fixed 3320 Chart objects Double click on ruler didn't select ruler, when 2nd and 3rd anchor were at the same x/y location 

Fixed 3321 Chart objects Chart objects which were on chart 'hidden' (on bar series which is not on chart) were not saved/restored in 

workspace. 

Fixed 3322 Market Replay Rewinding could throw off indicators 

Fixed 3323 Charts Exception when strategy which is not on chart is drawing region, regression channel or TextFixed. 

Fixed 3324 Chart objects Drawing object related exceptions on restore, e.g. multi series bar series with lots of objects on. 

Fixed 3325 General NT could lock up as replay data is downloaded and another replay/historical data request was issued. 

Fixed 3326 Chart indicators Indicators with negative z-order could plot onto other panels than that which they are placed on. 

Fixed 3327 Market Replay L2 data was not recorded correctly as the data files rolled midnight EST. 

Fixed 3329 Instrument Manager Roll over offsets had not been calculated and persisted correctly if the future was not traded on Globex. 

Fixed 3330 Instrument Manager Sim feed start price was rounded to the nearest integer. 

Fixed 3331 General Bootstrap installer setup.exe now comes with major version 7 

Fixed 3333 Charts Reintroduced tolerance on loading bars when beginning of requested bars is 4 days before first bar. 

Fixed 3334 Chart objects Drawing regression channel on panel without bars didn't work  

Fixed 3335 Charts High/Low values for Renko bars had been off. 

Fixed 3336 General Logic which should avoid unnecessary requests to provider between historical data and pool data was 

broken for non intra day. 

Fixed 3337 Alerts Alert was swallowed when a workspace with a chart on instrument was restored, which was not in database. 

Fixed 3339 Charts Changing instrument on chart on typing instrument name + exchange (e.g. 'GLD ARCA') ignored the 

exchange. 

Fixed 3340 Chart objects Selecting an object, and using mouse wheel while outside of chart brings up exception. 

Fixed 3341 NinjaScript strategy DrawRegion(...) called from strategy didn't work properly when only called once. 

Fixed 3342 Chart objects Copy/paste of global chart objects didn't insert the object properly on different charts than one, on which the 

copy/paste is executed. 

Fixed 3343 DTN adapter Improve handling as user has setup incorrect user/pwd in account connections. 

Fixed 3344 Executions grid "Price" column no longer is editable, but now shows prices formatted correctly. 



Fixed 3345 Chart objects Andrew's pitchfork lines could be plotted incomplete and labels could have missed if anchors of objects 

were outside of visible chart.  

Fixed 3346 Market Replay Order status events did not come in right sequence. 

Fixed 3347 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Resolved some persistence issues as strategies had properties with a custom type. 

Fixed 3348 Charts Changing bar series period value while logarithmic scale is set on a panel could bring the y positioning of 

objects or orders (chart trader) off. 

Fixed 3349 Market Replay Fixed several problems in market replay 

Fixed 3350 Historical Data 

Manager 

Download tab could crash as there were instrument list with the same instrument on different exchanges. 

Fixed 3351 Historical Data 

Manager 

Instrument lists removed by Tools->Instrument manager had been reflected in the download tab 

Fixed 3352 SuperDOM In real slow markets, the DOM prices would not render until ask price had been seen 

Fixed 3353 Data grids Grid->Save as did not save the first column. 

Fixed 3354 Chart Trader The "hand" icon (when order is selected) was not reset as the order was filled before clicking again. 

Fixed 3355 Charts Labels of x axis on intra day charts could overlap or disappear on extreme zoom out. 

Fixed 3356 NinjaScript MaximumBarsLookBack settings did not make it to the hosted data series. 

Fixed 3357 MBT adapter Overnight position had not been reflected properly. 

Fixed 3358 Session Manager Session manager now displays the time value without the seconds fraction. 

Fixed 3359 Chart objects Moving drawing objects far into the future didn't work for multi series charts with very large time range 

Fixed 3360 IQFeed Added checks to the account connection wizard to make sure user/pwd are not empty. 

Fixed 3362 Charts Line Break charts requested with bars back could be build with too few bars on first request. 

Fixed 3363 Charts Y value e.g. of cross hair could be off on logarithmic scale after zoom in/out or scroll. 

Fixed 3364 NinjaScript 

indicators 

There had been some legacy references to "Category" which had been replaced by "GridCategory"  

Fixed 3365 Market Analyzer Market analyzer templates with column type 'TimeLastTick' weren't migrated properly on migrate from 

NT6.5 to NT7. 

Fixed 3366 General Consecutive backups did not work. 

Fixed 3367 Chart objects Ruler chart objects did measure the between the 1st and 3rd anchor instead of the 1st and 2nd on equidistant 

charts. 

Fixed 3368 Charts Charts didn't move to correct position when connecting to MR or connecting to provider (e.g. SimFeed) 

after MR 

Fixed 3369 Charts First session with session definition on same day as live session was missing if end of session had same 

timestamp as beginning of actual live session 

Fixed 3370 Market Analyzer Fixed issues related to total row 

Fixed 3371 Market Replay Market Replay on several consecutive days now loads data before actual replay day from repository when 

slider is moved. 

Fixed 3372 Chart Trader Sim stop order were not visualized on Market Replay. 

Fixed 3373 General Some captions did not have a form on 64bit Win7. 



Fixed 3374 Market Replay On Goto or Rewind indicators are now completely recalculated. 

Fixed 3375 Charts Applying chart template with pivots indicator (which calculates pivots from loads daily series) on chart with 

session different than template session could crash NT. 

Fixed 3376 NinjaScript Multi-series NinjaScript no longer allows duplicate bars series. 

Fixed 3377 Charts Reloading chart/switching period type/value on chart could build spike when it was running into next 

session on live charts. 

Fixed 3378 Historical Data 

Server 

Downloading historical data server could result in "Index out or range" errors. 

Fixed 3379 Charts Chart executions' labels could overlap when they were located on bar which had same timestamp as several 

other bars. 

Fixed 3380 Workspaces Workspaces holding single quote ' in their name could cause exceptions. 

Fixed 3382 IQFeed Realtime and historical volume values for currencies now are multiples of 100,000 

Fixed 3383 Charts Volume values greater than uint.MaxValue (4 ~billion) had been inaccurate as they internally had been 

stored as float -> rounding issues 

Fixed 3384 Charts Chart didn't AutoScale to objects drawn from indicator when indicator only series on chart with AutoScale = 

true and indicator had no plot. 

Fixed 3385 Charts Fixed several AutoScale issues 

Fixed 3386 Charts Added indicator, strategy and chart series defaults to templates category on Restore/Backup and changed 

test in dialog accordingly (to 'Templates') 

Fixed 3387 Order entry 

windows 

BasicEntry, FxPro, FxEntry did not maintain their properties (e.g. link color) as there had been default 

properties. 

Fixed 3388 Backup Hot Key settings were not restored until after a restart 

Fixed 3390 Market Analyzer Using multi-series indicators could cause an index out of bounds error 

Fixed 3391 Charts Scrolling non-equidistant charts with the keyboard arrow keys moved the chart crosshairs off the mouse 

cursor 

Fixed 3392 Strategy Analyzer Chart tab did not use user defined defaults for Chart Properties 

Fixed 3393 Chart objects Chart objects placed on the first bar moved to be before the first bar when switching the chart from non-

equidistant to equidistant 
 


